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Hi there! My name’s Jem and I’m an illustrator based in London.
I like to think of my work as a means of solving problems, bridging gaps and attracting an audience.
I’m particularly interested in packaging and branding design however I am still open to working on a
wide range of projects within the design industry.
I am most comfortable when working in a team or busy studio environments but can also appreciate
working solo to generate ideas and produce artworks.
As you’ll see, my working style is extremely adaptive and I find it evolves to compliment each task
asked of me. This is of course crucial when it comes to advancing/developing a current brand’s
identity. I have a large amount of experience working in fast paced and demanding roles from quick
project turnarounds to working pub shifts in Twickenham on a rugby day. I am confident in diving
straight into roles and won’t hesitate to share my ideas while also respecting the current dynamic of
any team I’d be joining.
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Familiar with SEO and Social media campaigning
Efficient in Photoshop and Indesign
Keen to work as part of a team to achieve
goals
A fast learner and always endeavouring to
develop my skills
Confident working with briefs and creating
design solutions
Driven by a desire to solve problems and support those around me
Confident working under high pressure and
time constraints
Clearly a fan of lists!

Wacom
St Austell Print co.
Falmouth university
Iris worldwide
King Edward VII hospital
Esspressini
Immediate Media
BBC
Pavilion
Blendjet

I hope to be considered for future work and have the opportunity to work alongside you and your
team!

You can find more of my work at Jemvenn.com

